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R.O.C. on!
THIS report will bring you up to speed about our progress to set up the Reunion Organising Committee
(ROC). Like every big event, especially when it runs
for almost seven consecutive days, catering for about
2000 (?) attendees coming in from England, Canada,
NZ, USA, Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane, Canberra and
Sydney is daunting.
You will remember that we announced in the first
quarter issue of 2013 Prattler that Business Events
Sydney (a partnership between NSW government and
the private sector) will be helping us
organise our Reunion requirements.
At a recent meeting a BES representative came to a special AIAANSW
committee meeting. We needed to
make a few very important decisions before we proceed with planning.
1.
2.

3.

In which MONTH of 2016 do we hold the Reunion?
Early first quarter or early 3rd quarter?
Jan/Feb/March or Aug/Sept/Oct?
VENUE—Darling Harbour ruled out because
refurbishment and enlarging this centre is in the
pipeline with completion expected 2017.
BES strongly favours the Olympic Park (image top
right). It has a lot to offer in terms of various sized
venues plus a railway station right in its heart and
three or four hotels on site.
ACCOMMODATION - Hotel rates (with breakfast)
eg: Ibis, Pullman, Novotel etc. and easy access to
public transport: BES took this on board and will do
all the spade work to help us pinpoint hotels, venues,
transport etc. They will come back to as soon as
possible with recommendations. As soon as we have
made some choices based on figures, hotels and
time of the year we will put together a team of invited Volunteer Committee members who will take on a
role in our newly formed 2016 Sydney Reunion Organising Committee.

We most
need your
ideas, views
and support
to help us
make the
right
choices.
Come to the
AGM or
write to us
at the
Prattler or
direct to the
Committee.

However control will remain the responsibility of the
This new committee will run the Reunion with strong AIANSW Inc Executive Committee. There is much to
backing from the AIANSW committee members who be done and we ask that you bear with us whilst we
will remain in the background but constantly in touch thrash out our approach to the Reunion with the full
professional support of the BES.
with progress.
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ANNIVERSARY
DANCE with
an Hawaiian
‘touch’!

DON’T FORGET
THE DATE. PLEASE
JOIN US

Early Summer start...let’s
make our Anniversary
& Welfare Night a
Hawaiian ‘dress-up’ evening

For ticket information
contact
Deanna on 9621 3316
or Melroy 0411312835

BYO

Food on Sale

MUSIC: Craig Dickenson,
Gerard Jansen and the
Silva Stars

Sat 12 Oct at the
Polish Memorial Hall,
115 Quakers Rd.,
Marayong
7pm to midnight

IF YOU attended the recent Cricket for Cancer Research Ball
(organised by Mark Cotter) you would have met the Silva Stars
(right) for the first time.
Though young and perhaps nervous this sibling pair stood their
ground. They were in elite company – Larry Stellar and our own
Gerard Jansen. Their impact was noted and we invited them to perform at our Anniversary Dance (above).
Craig and Lisa Jacobs were born in Australia brought up with an integrated Anglo Indian heritage. In addition to their musical talent both
are professionals. Craig is a Physiotherapist and Lisa a Speech
Pathologist. Together they have and run their own Health Practice
called Ultimate Health Greystanes.
By night they transform into bright energetic performers. And you can see
them at our Anniversary Dance . The Silva Stars are available Birthdays,
Anniversaries, Weddings or anything–in between! Their repertoire will cater to
any crowd. Call 0414988116.

SHOOTING
STARS

Harley ‘outriders’ escort
TO ensure Ninian Martin’s safe arrival at St Patricks’ Cathedral arrival (Sat
13 July 2013) he was escorted to the cathedral by his groomsmen and a couple of “outriders” on Harley’s.
Radiant Sneze arrived in the traditional manner with her father (George),
accompanied by her bridesmaids and delightful flower girl little Mischa
(Sneze’s niece), who held a captive audience as she entered holding a placard which read “ Uncle Nin here comes your Bride”.
The reception was at Miramare Gardens (Terrey Hills).
The bridal party were introduced “Oscars style” beginning with the parents
followed by the attendants when Ninian and Sneze made their entrance and
took to the dance floor straight away much to the delight of the guests.
There were oohs and aahs when an open car was driven into the reception
hall to carry the young couple off to an “unknown destination”...but we can
now let the cat out of the bag...Hawaii!
Top left:
Ninian and Sneze.
Right: family and
friends of the
groom.
Left:
Carolyn Martin
with George and
Nofka Gorgijoski
(Sneze’s parents).
Pictures by
Colin Ayo
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‘Proper slum’
millionaire

‘Filthy
forgotten
Lanes…’

JILLIAN Haslam (above), is a 42-yearold British millionaire who grew up in
the slums of Calcutta. Born in 1970 the
year when her dad had his second heart
attack. This is her abridged story...
“Mum moved him to the Salvation Army
where they took him in free. As my dad’s
health deteriorated and he remained in the
Salvation Army recovering, we fell upon very,
very hard times.
My sisters and I would hold on to my mother’s skirt as we started moving home from
under the stairs to behind people’s houses
and taking shelter in verandahs.
LIKE BEGGARS
Sometimes when it would rain, we’d go
asking people if we could sleep in front of their
door under the shade. We were like beggars.
mum took jobs of cleaning clothes or washing
utensils.
When I was around five my father began to
teach in a small school in Dum Dum. So we
packed up and went to live there. We were
excited to have a home — two small rooms
and a verandah.
I remember when my twin siblings died of
malnutrition and poverty at six months, we
didn’t have the money to buy coffins so a villager got a wooden tea case and my mother
put them in the box. My dad took the box and
headed out with the dead twins. We never
spoke about it again.
Months later, one of the villagers came and
told my dad that my sister Donna, who was
around 13, would be kidnapped. She was
very blonde, had blue eyes and very fair. In
the dead of night we left the Dum Dum house
by train, in the clothes we stood in.
RATS AND COCKROACHES
We returned to Calcutta. Mum took dad
back to the Salvation Army as he was again
ill. We went to live under a flight of stairs, in a
lane off Princep Street, infested with rats and
cockroaches. We stayed there for more than
nine months. My mother had a plastic sheet
on which we would sleep. Food and clothes
were generally supplied by the Sisters of
Charity.
We learnt to survive in the darkest of lanes.
There was a time when my sister and I fell so
ill that mum asked an elderly lady if she’d

A MEMOIR about an early life spent as part of a forgotten
minority of British people who were left on the streets of
Calcutta after independence. After twenty years
forging a successful career in banking Jillian Haslam
devoted her energies to helping others to improve their
lives. She is the founding Director of Help Yourself
Associates, a life improvement and training company. Jillian
is also a published author and popular motivational speaker. She overcame a childhood of abject poverty, racial
abuse, hardship, taking on adult responsibilities while still a
child, and dealing with sickness and death throughout her
life –including the loss of four infant siblings and her mother when she was very young. In spite of these hurdles, she
carved out a successful career for herself, raised her
younger siblings and never lost sight of her purpose in life.
If anyone knows what it takes to rise above circumstances
and seize control of one’s life, Jillian does.
The essence of that indomitable spirit can be found
throughout the pages of Indian.English.
contact@helpyourselfassociates.com
contact@jillianhaslam.com
www.jillianhaslam.com

keep us. She agreed: she didn’t like me. She
had a little toilet infested with cockroaches
where she’d lock me up in the evenings and
turn off the light, to teach me a lesson. I was
so traumatised that I’d start crying when I’d
see the sun go down. My mum noticed that I
was not myself and she took us away from
there. It was the happiest day of my life. We
went straight back under the stairs but we
were prancing and singing out of joy.
“PROPER SLUM!”
My father got better and we got a room in
Kidderpore, in a proper slum! A tiny room (no
electricity or water) with a verandah, but we
were super excited because it felt like our first
home. Worms used to come out of the ground
at night and big bandicoots.
Susan would have been my fifth sibling to
die of poverty and malnutrition. I was 10 and
when the doctors were giving up on Susan, I
thought to myself that I’m not giving up. I’m
going to fight and do what I can. Susan needed milk, so I ran to this little tea shop every
day and managed to get some milk, look after
Neil and pray that Susan lives. She survived.
I had no idea that another world or another
country even existed. I wasn’t aware that
there was anything better or beyond the slum
because we never left it.
What I did know was that I had to get away.
And that I think is the key to anyone’s success. I finished my free schooling in St. Thomas’.
When I was 17 years old I moved to Delhi to
my elder sister Christine who hadn’t faced
what we had faced. I did a secretarial course
and got started on small jobs in foreign liaison
offices.

Mum got cancer and passed away in my
house, she was about 50. Till then I had been
working for survival, money and trying to save
my mother and little ones.
UNSTOPPABLE
Soon after I was interviewed for Bank of
America with hundreds of girls and got selected, a part of me became unstoppable. I was
executive secretary to the CEO and soon
became president and head of the charity and
diversity network. I loved the job. I was always
passionate about charity and helping people. I
won several awards for the bank. Our CEO
was very impressed and gave me a special
package after five years.
I used that money to relocate to the UK after
which I took my siblings Vanessa, Susan and
Christine to the UK, one by one.
I had met my husband in the Bank of America, Delhi. We married in May 2000 and left
together for the UK.
I joined RBS in London. Ten years later
(2010) I write my autobiography...irrespective
of what circumstances you’re born into and
how poverty-stricken you are, you can change
yourself.
MY HEART IS IN CALCUTTA
I live more here. I live in Britain and there
are thousands of charities that I can work with,
but my heart is here in Calcutta, my place of
birth. I can’t help that. I want the world to see
that it’s the poorest of the poor who have the
biggest hearts. I do a lot of charitable work for
Calcutta and Delhi and want to do it on a larger scale now because I have the means to.
If I could I would move back to Calcutta
tomorrow. I hope to soon.
I’ve never forgotten who I am.
- edited internet extracts from Avril Ayo.
‘Many thanks. What a magnificent story of
love, fortitude and compassion’. Ed.
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< Ryan Lobo (left) and Ramon Martin

The Must
Have!

Need to
Have!

I need that
dress!

ENCORE CHAAT
EVENING

JAM SESSION

THE September edition of the Fashion World published in New
York is all about runaway shows - iconic designers showcasing collections for next seasons fashions.
“The Must have ! Need to have! I want that dress!”
Kicking of New York Fashion week - designers from around the
world exhibit their collection in the worlds trendiest fashion capital
New York . Fashion week is all about fashion heavyweights jumping into the ring showcasing their collection.
Only the best survive in this heady dreamy competitive world of
high end fashion - packing a punch on the Runaways of New York
(on 6 September) was Ryan Lobo and his business partner Ramon
Martin.
In his native Australia, Mr. Lobo was much in demand as a stylist
and consultant. His fellow Aussie, Mr. Martin, most recently
worked as design director for Derek Lam. The partners, each 34,
introduced their label, which marries opulent fabrics and ascetic
cuts, in 2011, calling it Tome because, as they explained at the
time, the name represented a new chapter in their careers.
(Readers you will remember we first introduced to the design
partnership of Ryan and Ramon in the December 2012 issue in the
Prattler talking about their fashion brand TOME.)
Watch out for this emerging talent.
Being nominated or even selected for this Award is a massive accolade - Ryan has done his parents, Gerry and Collen Lobo, proud.
The Association is very proud of his achievements.

IT WAS not a good start for the second half of the year. To the best of
our recollection we have seldom ever cancelled an event. Have we?
Our Encore Chaat Evening plus Bingo had to be cancelled because of
the Federal Elections called for that Saturday (7 Sep). Well Kevin, we
were there first...you hijacked our event.
What was more disappointing was the cancelling of our very first at3 Jam Session adored by every
tempt to bring you the legendary afternoon
2
AI in our halcyon younger days.
You will remember one of the biggest draw cards was the very popular
early evening Jam Sessions.
Everyone loved to dance the afternoon away. Cancan skirts, stove-pipe
jeans, winklepicker shoes, brightly colored socks, Brylcreem hair slicked
back, kiss curls, shiny foreheads. We were there to flirt, show off, strut
and draw attention to our selves.
So, what happened?
Only 17 people rang to indicate they would attend!
What a disappointment. We had little choice...so we reluctantly and
unhappily cancelled. We lost our deposit. What a disappointment.
Why? Can anyone give us their views? The Prattler will publish it. Or
bring your thoughts to the AGM.
Jam sessions certainly attracted the young ones in our day. Are we now
‘too old’ for the Jam session?
We may have slowed down, the jeans may not fit, Brylcreem no longer
on the bathroom shelf , but we – the AIANSW— do not believe that we
would regard ourselves as too old for a Jam Session. Agreed?
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TICKLED PINK! LUCAS
Desmond
Clarence

Mark Cotter with Trevor Matthews and co-host Karyn Cox.

THE Cricket for Cancer function held 17 August 2013 was well
attended and its success was possible by the efforts and donations of
many. A number of our members and committee members are great
supporters of the Cricket for Cancer events.
The biggest Thank You has to go to Mark Cotter, but he insists
that bigger thanks has to go to his mum Celia Cotter and his aunt Veronica Jacob for the numerous jobs and donated trophies and picture
frames for memorabilia.
DONORS GALORE
The list of donors was equally impressive—Penny Almeida and
Judy Smith, Michael Lopez, Joe Cotter for donating perpetual trophies. Mr Gerard Lee and Qantas for the return ticket to Singapore,
Sandy and Jude Jacob for the Ipad IV Mini and Steve and Shalisha
Lopez for the outdoor gas heater.
Also to Insurex’ Craig Braithwaite for covering us with insurance
for CCR tournament and Fund Raising Function. Then there was
Audrey Murton our Patron and recipient of the Perpetual trophy for
highest contributor to the organisation with $1100. DJ Gerard Jansen,
Silva Stars, Noel Scott, Bev Pearson, Sandra and Dhanjay Khot for
sponsorship, clothing balls etc and also Colin Ayo and Sonja Khot for
pictures and by co-host Karyn Cox for her help and multiple prizes
donated plus Linda Chater on the catering side.
Funding was made to the Glenn McGrath Foundation, Ricky
Ponting Foundation (Cancer Council) and Movemeber (Cricket NSW).
Also a Thank you to the Blacktown Council who gave us a
reduced (50%) hire cost for
Bowman Hall.
BIG NOTE:
The next Fundraising Dance
will be held on
23 August 2014
at Bowman Hall, Blacktown

Brothers Mitchell and Marcel
Farquharson were the joint winners
of the Junior Player of the series.
Right: the evergreen Larry Stellar...a
consummate crooner and supporter!

26 May 1928
20 Sept 2013

IT WAS just last year
we reported the
passing of Claudette
Lucas (wife of
Desmond) on
12 March 2012. It is
now with great
sorrow we announce
the passing of
Desmond. He was a
proud Anglo-Indian
with his roots in India.
An ex-Oak Grove
(Mussorie) school lad
who married Claudette
(right with Des) and
migrated to London.
Des spent five years in the
Merchant Navy.
Later the family—mum, dad
and three kids became
‘Ten-pound poms’ and settled in St Mary’s. Mum liked
the name!
Des was a Marine Engineer
and spent time in Jamalpur
where he studied Tool and Boiler making. He later converted his trade certificate in to a degree in Engineering.
When retirement came around Des and Claudette
settled in Penrith where he devoted his time St Vincent de
Paul, Migrant Welfare. He was a Gold Leaf Speaker—
highest Toastmaster award. He enjoyed cooking but was
happiest when he had family and friends around.
But we all know that his beloved Claudette was the real
‘cook’ in the family. She was renowned for her culinary
skills. There were many who would travel interstate to taste
her cooking skills.
Des always maintained the Anglo-Indian community was an
extended family. Des did a bout with the AIANSSW in ‘97/98
on the executive committee.
The AIANSW executive community are proud to have been
associated with Des and Claudette. Our deepest
condolences to his children—Ashton, Wayne and Deborah.






Anniversary/Welfare Dance
AGM
Kids Christmas Party
NYE Dance

Further informaon from
Deanna 9621 3316 or
Melroy 9625 2492 (0411312835).

12 Oct
9 Nov
7 Dec
31 Dec
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Legends are made
Ronald Allan Moore
Sr. Deputy Commissioner, Calcutta Armed Police Brigade
passed away in Perth early August 2013 at 93

RONALD Moore began his working life at
the age of 18. As the son of a Mail Driver on
the East Indian Railway, he followed his father,
in time-honoured fashion, into railway service
as an A-grade Fireman. Working on the footplate of steam engines was strenuous, especially in India’s summers. He was young fit and
strong and well hardened by railway work – he
also had developed a reputation as a boxer of
early promise.
His mother was determined that he could do
better and urged him to seek another career. In
Bengal, all roads lead to Calcutta, so in due
course he found himself at the gates the headquarters of the Calcutta Police Force. The large,
impassive ‘Bihari’ police constable guarding
the gate directed him to a passing British Police
Inspector who led him to the office of the Assistant Commissioner of Police. And so began
the career of Ronnie Moore a way of life that
lasted 36 years.
EARLY DAMAGE
Ron, while on late-night mounted patrol was
struck by a tram as his police horse shied into
its path in the wartime blackout. The horse was
killed and he was hospitalised for six weeks
and incapacitated with back injuries for a further three months.
He was later promoted to Sergeant-Major and
was soon faced unprecedented civil violence
began with the Calcutta Riots followed by the
horrendous slaughter...four days of brutal Hindu-Muslim known as the Great Calcutta Killing
(August, 1946). Up to 10,000 persons are believed to have died and a further 15,000 injured. Like all British and Anglo-Indian police
officers of that period, he was actively involved
in the near continuous police operations to retain order and control. In the midst of this,
found time to train for and fight two bouts in
Fort William that year.
British officers of the Calcutta Police were
repatriating their families to England and force
morale was low, reflecting the indecisiveness
and instability of the times. The bulk of Anglo
-Indian officers of every rank stood fast and

together with their Indian colleagues maintained discipline by continuing to police the
city, often nightmarish conditions, while insecure about their own legal status, unsure of
their future. With the approach of Independence, Ronnie decided to serve on in an independent India. He liked India and the unknown
offered had no attraction for him. A fortnight
after Independence Day, Calcutta experienced
it’s first, post-independence communal riot. The experienced Calcutta Police maintained
the stability of the city throughout while the
fragile transition of power unfolded at national
level.
OLYMPIC BOXER?
He was twice selected to represent India in
Boxing at the Wembley Olympic Games but
could not be released from police service. He
remains the undefeated Heavyweight Boxing
champion of India.
When an Inspector of Police he saved a Cadet
Sub-Inspector from drowning and was awarded
the Kendall Humanitarian Life-Saving Medal. He was also awarded the Indian Independence Medal.
Promoted to Assistant Commissioner he was
transferred to the Calcutta Traffic Police
branch. While on duty as officer-in-charge of
policing a trade exhibition on the Calcutta Maidan, a telephone linesman became trapped and
electrocuted in overhead power-lines. Ronnie
Moore freed the unconscious man from the live
wires and resuscitated him. The man was discharged from hospital three days later, fully
recovered. He received a High Commendation
from the state government for his actions.
ELEPHANT BROUGHT DOWN
In August of ‘63 ,“Phulmala” the elephant in
Calcutta’s Zoological Gardens, inexplicably
killed her mahout and ran amok. She evaded
every attempt at recapture and it was decided to
have her shot. Ronnie was given the sad task
of bringing her down.
The next year he was promoted to the rank of
Deputy Commissioner as the inaugural Commandant of the Home Guard. He later helped to

develop the unique light-metal riot shields
which markedly reduced the level of injuries
Calcutta police sustained from brickbats in the
city’s cyclic disturbances.
MOST WIDELY KNOWN AI
For three decades (1950-70’s) he was probably the most widely-known Anglo-Indian in
Calcutta, if not northern India. He was especially sensitive about the plight of Anglo-Indian
people and went out of his way on countless
occasions, not only to attest immigration and
passport documents of those joining the exodus,
but to personally support their various immigration applications with foreign and Commonwealth High Commissions and embassies.
Many found employment through his intercession and he often mediated with local police
on behalf of Anglo-Indians in trouble. In 1977
Ronnie retired: during his service, he received
six Monetary Awards, four Commendations;
one High Commendation and the President’s
Police Medal for Meritorious Service in recognition of his actions in quelling the notorious
Bagmari Riot in Chitpur, north Calcutta, in
1966.
‘ORDINARY BLOKE…’
The Calcutta Police Force officially farewelled him with a large parade. As the outgoing commander and Guest of Honour, the
Commissioner of Police invited him to inspect
the parade during which the Calcutta Police >

The young
Ronnie a
‘champion
in the
making’
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> Band played “Auld Lang Syne” in slow-time. His final
official act was to take the salute as representative units of
the Force marched past in review and, as the serried ranks
swung past, band playing, drums beating and bayonets
fixed, he permitted himself the momentary reflection, “Not
bad for an ordinary bloke from a railway colony.”
He emigrated to Western Australia to be reunited with
his family.
In the manner of new migrants, a decade of low-profile
occupations followed before he retired from the workforce
finally.
by Ronnie Moore—a very proud son

He was a towering
personality and a familiar
face on the maidan.
His presence would calm
down a mob
The Anglo-Indian community lost one
of its towering pillars of strength…a
fearless officer
The sight of Ronnie on horseback
would scatter any mob activity

Recently
launched is
this
exclusive
AngloIndian
publication
entitled
“The Anglo
-Indians:
A 500-Year
History” by
S.Muthiah
and Harry
Maclure*.
Both for worked for over five years researching
and hunting down photographs and images.
This 340 page book incorporates about 270
photographs illustrating Anglo-Indians from all
over India.
The book is available directly from AITW.
Cost: Aust $15/- postage extra (appropriate costs
in the UK, USA, Canada, etc) and in India. Rs
350/- postage extra.

* Harry is the publisher of Anglos in the Wind
aitw@hotmail.com / harrymaclure@yahoo.com

Ian
Harris
10 Aug 1943
28 Sep 2013

Ian was born in Byculla, Bombay (10 August
1943). He was one of three children – Enid being his
elder sister and Ivan the younger brother.
He studied at Christ Church High School but had to
leave school at an early age due to the death of his
father. Ian joined the Indian Navy to help his mother
and family.
He met and married Collisae and then emigrated to
England soon after getting married. He had four
children, Wayne, Sherry (decd) Glen and Amber. He
then brought his family to Australia.
He worked in security for most of his life in Sydney
and finally started his own business (Harris Alert
Alarms) installing alarms. This he did until the day
he was diagnosed with cancer. Though Ian was only
told that he had the disease in April he went down
rapidly, passing away on 28 September 2013.
The Executive Committee and members of the Anglo
Indian Association would like to extend our deepest
sympathies to the family and pray that his soul rests
in peace.
A special Trust Fund will be set-up by the
Association to help his wife cope with the
financial constraints she faces.
Please contact Deanna on
9621 3316 for
further details

Air India direct flights
Sydney/Melbourne/
New Delhi has commenced
THE first commercial flight of an Air India Boeing 787 Dreamliner to Australia recently touched down (29 August 2013) in an event that also marked the
return of Air India resuming direct flights to the Australian market after a 16year absence, with a belief that there is untapped potential in the market for
travel between the two countries.
The flight between Delhi and Sydney takes 12 hours non-stop. Air-India will
also fly Melbourne-Delhi direct four times
a week and Melbourne-Sydney-Delhi
three times a week.
From New Delhi passengers can connect
to 12 other destinations throughout the
country. The recent devaluation of the
Indian rupee will hopefully boost Indian
tourism making India more affordable and
attractive.
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ON THE 14th August 2013 Pam
Craine breathed her last.
She was born to an Anglo-Indian
mother in Calcutta. She never
spoke of her father. At the age of
13 when she was in the boarding at
Dow Hill in Kurseong, she was
introduced to the piano. “That’s
about it,” she says. “I was consumed by jazz”,
Crain had begun her career at a
masala dosa joint named Neera’s
on Chowringhee she fell in love
with Carnatic music, but it was
Mocambo which was her Waterloo.
It is here that she battled to be what

with its famous blue neon fox was second to Mocambo but Pam made it her
stage.
She had never uttered the reason for
her leaving, but stories have it that it was
a difference between the owner and her
over the fees. When she was signed, she
was a ‘nobody’ and was paid a pittance.
As the contract of ten years ended she
requested her rightful singing fees. The
owner felt that they have created her and
she has nowhere to go. This led to their
parting and the fall of Mocambos
‘family’ crowd turning it into a bar.
BEAUTIFUL BLONDE
My first trip to Park Street, my first walk down Park Street in
the evening happened
soon after I joined
college. I heard that
there was this beautiful blonde with the
most amazing figure, unbelievable style and more than anything
else, a great voice. My first memory of Pam Crain was her coming down the steps of Blue Fox in her devastating hairstyle and
black and silver shimmering gown.
I became an ardent fan; she was so amazing. The greatest. She
was way ahead of her time. A free spirit who loved to improvise.
BEAUTY PLUS BRAINS
Outstanding beauty with brains and talent. Sometimes in the
late beginning of 80s she left for Bombay to join The Louiz
Banks Band. Bombay did not receive her as Calcutta had.
But it was in Bombay that she met her alter ego. One of her
favourite singers was Betty Carter— inspiration for her. And this
one time in Bombay at the Jazz Yatra, Betty Carter was performing and Pam sat in the audience crying . Later she went backstage to meet Betty with a painting of hers that Louiz Banks had
made and given Pam so she could get it signed by her. Betty
Carter hugged her and said she couldn't believe that there was
someone in India who sang her songs and was so much into her.
SHY AND PRIVATE
Pam was very shy and private person off-stage and very home
bound. Much of her time at home was spend in cooking Anglo
Indian cuisine, listening to music playing Scrabble and innocent
gossip. . Pam and her friend Brenda Lilley had a boutique, Madame Butterfly, on Free School Street which was a place for all
fashionista, including the actress Moon Moon Sen.
When she returned from Singapore a few years back, she
watched Mocambo’s being re-built. The crowds are still the
same, she feels, but admits managers expect the music to play
softly in the background. Park Street lost its voice with the passing of its original diva, Pam Crain.
-author unknown but said to be resident in Toronto.

Jazz icon Pam Craine passes
she was, where a 17-year-old chanteuse named Pam Craine belted out numbers with a six-piece band led by Anton Menezes. She
wanted to become the voice of jazz and western music in Calcutta. And that she became.
CREATED FOR PAM
It seemed that Mocambo was created for her. The standards set
by the restaurant were far above other restaurants. Kitty Bryanan,
a British fashion designer, made the dresses that Pam Crain used
to wear at Mocambo, they were mermaid-like, flared at the bottom, while the dance floor was of reinforced glass imported from
Belgium, with coloured psychedelic lights below. Only the
crème de la crème would dine there, and dinner jackets were
mandatory.”
Pam had to be groomed because when Mocambo opened it was
a very posh nightclub. A first generation Anglo-Indian lady
called Kitty Brinand, a fashion designer was appointed. A favourite of hers was a fishtail dress. She was an instant hit. She
sang there for more than 10 years. They would start around
7.30pm and go on till 1 or 2am.
EVERYONE LOVED HER
Everyone loved Pam and the fashionable ladies of Calcutta
wanted to look like her. She would sing in her fishtail dress almost looking the part of a mermaid without the tail but with a
voice that rang far when the doorman opened it, just a bit, for the
early guests to leave, for a whiff of her voice to evade the Park
Street evening air.
Pam was the Diva of Park Street. Pam left Mocambo in 1966
by the time she had met Don Saigal and got married. Louiz
Banks,the famous musician met her in the 1970s and invited her
to join his band, the Louiz Banks Brotherhood, in Blue Fox—

I knew Pam then as Pam Shalders. Her aunts, Lorna and Rita Ennis were
in the Convent of Jesus & Mary, Agra, with me and were my dearest
friends...she was about seven and when I met her.
Much later I met her at the Blue Fox, Calcutta when she was singing
there, and again at the Ambassador in Bombay, and not so long ago at
Jazz on the Bay, Bombay...she still looked terrific and that voice was as
beautiful and strong. I spoke to her after the show.
"Thank you, Pam, for your wonderful voice and for all the pleasure you
gave us, you gave joy to us and got our feet tapping, you shared your God
-given talent with us, We will remember you with love and will always be
very proud of you and what you achieved in the world of good entertainment. You are definitely in Heaven, with God and His choir of Angels, He
wants you back up there". -Lyn Mendes
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